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In a recent number of this journal
journa l . Allen Wittenborn offered a discussion of the
t he concept of li as a "perplexing
"perplexi ng idea " in what
what he called the Chu
Hsi
H
s 1 school.* He introduced six "problem areas " he found in
i n the concept of 1i.,
!i.
He asked a series of questions about the concept and was in general negatively
tiv
el y critica
criticall of the answers he was able to derive from
from Chu H
Hsi's
s i 's teachi
teachings.
ngs.
Without pretending to the "cOOlplete comprehension of Neo-Confucian thought"

which Wittenborn hopes can be achieved,
achieved. I would like to
to
i ng of.l!
i n the
t he tteachings
eachings of Ch'eng
ing
of l! in
eh'eng Vi and Chu Hs1 and
difficulties which Wittenborn. and perhaps others.
others . find

sketch
s ketch my understandthen address the
1n
in reading Chu Hsf
Hs1..

Nee-Confucian (Tao-hsUeh) use of the word 1i
li has been translated
The Neo-Confucian
i nto English.
Engl is h by a variety of words. 1 "Reason"
uReason" has s;;etimes
s-;et1rtIeS been chosen.
chosen, at
l east in part because it i s the most potent term
tenm in the l ater European philosophical tradition to which li can
can be matched. 2 but such a translation
translation iintrontroduces into Sung thought urrwarranted
unwarranted implicati ons of a "consci
"cons ci ous ness
nes s"" on
on the
part of what is doing, or has done, the reasoning. 3 "law" and "laws Of
used. but Needham has persuasively argued that such
such
Nature" have also been used,
imp li cations of a "law giver" or "legislator,"
translations inject unwarranted implications
"legislator, "
agai n euphemi
euphemisms
sms for a supreme deity.4 Needham expressed a preference for not
again
·See BSYS 17, pp. 32-48.
32-48 .

1.

See the iitemization
temization provided by W. T. Chan 1n
in his trans
lation. Reflections
Reflect ions
translation.
on Things at Hand (New York: Col
Columbia
University
Press, 1967),
1967).367.
umbia Uni
versity Press.
367. Also
see the discussion 1n Joseph Needham
Needham., Science and Civilisation in China,
Un; versity Press,
Press . 1956),
1956). 47,2-473
47.2-473 for examples.
exampl es.
vol. 2 (Cambridge: Cambridge University
T' ar.g ChUn-i
ChUn-; distinguished six meanings of 11 which were associated with
particular historical devel
opments and stressed
stre~ed that 1; in Sung and Ming
developments
Neo-Confucianism was an "ethical"
"et hicaJl' 11.
1i . "lun Chung-kuoche-hsUeh ssu-hsiang
," HSin-yahsUeh-pao
HSin-yah sUeh-pao 1.1 (1955). es
esp.
p. 82-86.
shih
shi h chung-li chih liu-i
liu. i."
2. See,
See , for a recent example, the usage in Thome H
H.. Fang (Fang Tung-mei),
Chinese Philoso h : Its S 1rit
(Taipei:
Publishi ra and Develo nt (Ta
i pei : linking Publis
hng 0 .•
•• 1981 • 41 - 1. ristot e's
e s fom has also been used for 11.
1i .
See Needham. vol. 2, 475 .
.• Refl
ections on
Th i ngs at Hand, 367.
3. See W. T. Chan, trans
trans.,
Reflections
on Things
4. See Needham.
Needham, Science and Civilisation.
Civilisation, vol. 2,
2. 475
475 and 557-558. and W. T.
Chan, A Source Book iinn Chinese Philosophy (Princeton: Princeton University
Press. 1969),519.
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translating Chv H$i 's .!.i. but allowed that · organization" or "principle of
organization" are approximations of the meaning,S even though "organization"
implies an organizer as much as law implies a law mak.er.
Discussing the word.!.!. i n a broade r context, but still with reference
to Chu Hsi. Needham also wrote that "If . t hen, is rat her the order and pattern
in Nature, not formulated law . • . ; it is dynamic pattern • • . • Such dynamic
pattern can onl y be ex-pressed by the term 'organism' . . . ,.6 With its
strongly biological connotations, "organism" reflects Needham's preoccupation

The meanings of 11 for Ch'eng Yi and Chu Hsi can be sllm1arized in the
following set of propositions (P) . (N.B. The propositions are proposed by
me and imputed to them.) Although·, AS Graham observes, "The Ch'eng brothers
never fi nd it necessary t o defi ne it (JjJ , . . , "g and 11l11ay not even have
been taken by then as the central tenn which it later became, Ch' eng Vi used
it to exp hi n other terms, and thus the concept CiWllE! to have great wei ght.
later Chu Hsi was rep_e atedly pressed with questions about what was meant by
!i, which indicates the term had also already become problemati c. I present
a few examples which i llustrate these propositions, and there are other ex..p1es scattered throughout thei r writings and conversations. In one form
or ano ther, these propositions are also to be found in the major secondary
literature. I have not attempted to provide systematic reference to it.
P.l. There is coherence (!i) fo r each and every thing, whether that
thing is taken as heaven-an4-earth as a whol e, or a thing smalle r
than a cricket . an ant, or a blade of grass.
Ch'eng Yi said that ~ For each unitary thing there is a unitary coherence.
, 10 A "thing- ~) thus is a porti on of ch' I which has coherence, and
conversely, coherence is lIanitest i n differentia ted things (wu). Me, Illy
s Melace, ~ dog , and lIlY refrigerator. each constituted of ch'i, are units
of coherence. So are a pebble, a flame of a candle, and a cloud. If theN!
is no coherence for a "thing," that "thing" cannot be said to exist. "Someone IIsked, 'In tales it is said that in the distant past there were h\IITans
with ox heads and snake bodies , bllt there wasn't any coherence for this, was
there? ' [Ch' eng Yi] replied , 'You are certainl y right. When we call it a
hUllan, how ctIuld tllen! be these other lSp&ctS? But there Ire hllllln shapes
which resemble I bird's beak or an ox's held, It is men t ioned in the Hsantzu.' • • . Sane one asked, 'At the time when tHlflans first came into being ,
were there still transformations of ch'i or not?' [A "trans f ormation" l!!!!!)
involves a change in kind.] [Ch'eng Yi) replied, ' Thi s must s hed light on
coherence; we ought to disc uss it carefully . How i f a s and island suddenly
appelred 1n the ocean, it WDuld then have plants and trees come into being
when the re is earth. When there are plants and trees, birds and beasts will
corne into being on it of themselves . ' Someone asked, 'In your Recorded
~ you saY. "How do we know thllt on s.ome Bland there are not hunans

l!

in the realm of heaven· and-earth and his relative indifference to 11
In the realm of hlJ'llan affairs and hlJllan thought; it could oot be sustained
as an actual translation of Chu Hsf's use of the wordl!.. If we leave aside

with

Chu Hsi for a IIIOIIent and go back to pre-Han and Han uses of li, then.!! is
used I n contexts for whi ch ·pattern and "ortler· seem appropri ate render! ngs,
whether 1i is understood in its narrowest sense as dressing jade, the lines
in jade.~r divisions marking cultivated fields,1 for it often enough has the
extended meaning of ordering and arr anging. order and arrangement, These
renderings becane JI'IO re problematic by the t ime of Wang Pi and the Buddhist
authors--whose use of the word I leave aside here--and objectiona~le for
Ch 'eng Yi's and Chu Hsl's usage (as I shall s how later ).
"Princi ple,· which is currentl y the conventional translati on for Chu
Hsi '5 li, was used by Oerk Bodde, who acknowledged Needham's earlier argll!lent
againS-;-- law, ,,B Although "principle" is well establ15hed, objec_tions can be
raised against sane of its implications. I shall indi cate these in the course
of DIy discussion of.!.!. in the teachings of Ch'eng Vi and Chu Hsi .. Instead of
·prlnciple ." I use the word "cohe rence .· I intend "coherence" to be taken i n
the straightfo,,",ard sense of "the quality or characteristic of sticking together." with the connotations varying according to context, ~ expectation
15 that translating . and understan4l ng 11 in this manner will better fi t the
Ch'eng Vi and Chu Hsl usage and preclude certain unwarranted preferences.
M

5.

HeedhAIII, vol. 2 . 475.

6.

Ibid. , 558.

7.

See A. C. Graham . Two Chinese Phil osophers (London: Lund Hunpries, 195B),
21, and W. T. Chan. "The Evolution of the Neo-Confucian Concept If as
Principle," Tslng Hua Journal of Chinese Studies. n. s. 4.2 ( February
1964), 123-129. Also s ee A. C. Graham, later MOhist LOlicl Eth1cs and
Science (Hong Kong: Chi nese University Press, 1975J. 1~- 1~2.

B.

g.
10.

See his t ranslation of Fung Yu-lan, Htst04l of Chi nese Philos1hx. vol. 2
( Princeton: Princeton Uni versity Press . [ 3), 444. Also see • C, Grahllll,
Two Chinese Philosophers, 12.

l

Grah .. , Two Chinese Philosophers, 8.
Ch'eng Yi, -He-nan Ch'eng shih yi - shu , " Ertt-Ch'en~ chi (Peking: Chunghua. 1981), 18. 188. (Hereafter abbreviated ECt.
Cf. Graham . 76.
The Chinese texts of key translated passages are provided at the end,
nllllbered according to the notes .
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(generated by] the t ransformation of ch'n" What about thaU' [Ch'eng Yi]
replied, ' That is right. Hl.I11an habitats nearby certainly do not have (instances of tlllTlanS generated by the transformation of ch'1], but it cannot
be known if they occur In extremely distant places.' It was asked, • In the
world today there art! no hUIIlns without parents. In ancient ti..es there were
transformations of ch'i and now there are not. Why?' (Ch'eng Yi) replied ,

some whirlfng particles without coherence, then that person could not continue
a diScussion with Ch'eng Vi or Chu Hs1.
P.II. Coherence. Uil is unitary.
The notion of coherenc~ does more than affirm for us tile exiStence of any
particular thing ~). Chu Hsi mentioned I ke rnel of grain sprouting, flowering, heading. and prodUcing a hundredlllOre kernels l ike itself all as an instance of unitary cohereilce. 14 Thus we can move fnllll the coherence of any
particular, single, even ,unique phenomenon to larger and larger sets of
pllenomena .• even to all tne ten thousand things in the realm of heaven-ar.clearth, and stfTl maintain the notion of coherence. "Saneone asked about [the
relation of] coherence and ch'i. [Chu Hsf) replied, 'Vi-ch'uan [t.e., Ch'eng
Vi) said it well when he said that each instance of coherence is separate,
but Iojhen we speak of the thousand things ' In heaven-aM-earth together, there
is a slngle coherence; yet when Ioje come to [the coherence) In h\ll\ans, each
also has his own single coherence. ,,,15 Collectively, the particular instances
of coherence, including the coherence of 'tleaven-and-earth, have another n/J\'le.
"The cohere nce of all the ten thousand things in heaven-and-earth, taken together. 15 the Great Ultimate. The Great Ultilnate originally did not have
this name; it is just an appelation. ~16 Appearing first in the "Comnentary
on the Attached Verbalhatlons~ of the Book of Change, the name T'al-chi,
literally the Great Ridgepole. was put into currency in Sung by Chou Tun-yi
(1017-1073) as the "source." out of which all things are generated and Iojas
identified with the un1tary integrative coherence onl y after the death of
Ch'eng Vi .17 Chu ttsf lIay have been alluding to this shift when he used the
word ~o r iginaT1y. · Coherence which is integrative and cOlllprehensive as Iojell
as unitary was also tenned Heaven's Coherence ( t'ien-H ) and even sfmply as
the Way ~). 18

'There are two types [of transformations of f..!!..:.!J. In the first type, the
whole of the ch'l (of a thing] Is transfonned and [I new thing] comes into
being. An example of this is rotting vegetation becoming fire - flies. l1 When
this eh'i is transformed, it has reached the sui table moment for transforming
and transforms itself. In the otller type, after (a new thing] has come lnto

being by a transfonllatfon of ch'f, ft then is reproduced by seed. If a
h\Jllan puts on new gannents and after a few days there are 1fce fn them , thfs
is a transformatfon of ch'i. After the ch'i is transformed, ft fs not subsequently transformed, and [lice] come into being by seeds [eggs]. The coherence of thi s f s obvious.' ,,12
The claim of coherence on this level, P.I, was an integral part of
Ch'eng Vi's response to the problem of befng carrnitted to ~ this world- fn the
face of Buddhist arglJllents about the provisional or nluso ry quality of the
perceived world. Chu Hsi was address i ng this issue when he safd , "When
Sakyamunf was stfll a prince, he went out and saw the pain of birth, aging,
sickness and death. Repulsed at thein, he retired to the s nowy mountain to
prepare to becane a Buddha . With this one thought, he emptied himself of
all perceptions and only feared he had not severely extirpated then and COllIplet!ly rid himself of them •. We J..!!. are not so. We perceive there is not a
single thing which does not concrethe its particular coherence, and there

is not a single instance of coherence which can be removed from its thing.
Buddhists say that the coherence of the ten thousand [things) 1s all e!JI!lty.
We ..i.!!. say that the coherence of the ten thousand [thi ngs] is a" rea I. . . .
Those who study Buddhism today say they know their hearts and recognize their
natures, (but if there is no coherence) I do not understand Iojhi!t . heart ' they
know or Iojhat 'nature' they recognize. Ml3 If someone were to continue to Insis t that things , i ncluding one's Mself~ are ill usory, or that they "exist"
only in sane consciousness rather than ~out there," or that thi ngs are merely
ex~ple

14.

Ibid., 94.8 a-b.

IS.

Chu Hsi, Chu-tzu ch'Oan-shu (Taipei: Kuang·hsueh, 1977 repri nt), 49.1 b.
(Hereafter abbreviated eTCS.) Also translated in W. T. Chan, Source
!!2Q!, 635.
--

16.

Chu Hsi, CTY, 94.9b. Also translated in Chan, Source Book, 641, and,
Fung/Bod~vol. 2, 537.

It.

This

comes fnllll the "VUeh ling" chapter of the l1-chi.

12.

Ch'eng Vi, rcc, 18.198-199.

17 .

A. C. Grahala. Two Chinese Phflosophers, xviii - xix, 108, and 160-164 .

13.

Chu lis I , ChU-tIU fO-lef (reprint: Taipei: Cheng-chung, 1962), 17.ga.
(Hereafter abbrev ated CTYl . )

18.

Ch'eng Vi, rcc, 2A.30. For other examples , see Fung/ Bodde, 502-504 and
538, and Grifiim. 12-13.
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cricket or ant, the coming into being (of these things) are all like this.
Why think that when heaven-and-earth CilTle into being, there was not that
which was the recipient [of the coherence of heaven-and- earth]? As for this
one word 'coherence' (not in conjunction with ch'I,] we cannot discuss it
with the tenns 'eKisting' or 'not eKistlng.' At the time when there was not
a heaven-and- earth, [its coherence) already was as it is. _22 Although it is
j napproprf ate to speak of coherence as exis ti ng (:l!!.) or not eKi stl ng ~)
independently of ch'i, there Is coherence, as exemplified by many sentences
such as "Each unitary thing must have (:l!!.) a unitary coherence . ,,23 Coherence does not stand autonomously.
P. IV. Coherence (.!!) is categorically distinct frQl11 the ch'l of which
things are constituted.
MSomeone asked, 'What about [the statement that) there lIIust be this particular
coherence and only then is there this particular ch'f (constituting a particular thing]?' (Chu Hs1] replied, 'On a basic level they canoot be spoken of as
first and later . Nevertheless, if one insists on drawing an inference about
whence they ~ave come, then he must say that first there Is this particular
coherence . Nevertheless, coherence for its part is not separated as a single
thing. but is existing in this particular ch'l (for which it is the coherence]. If there were not this ch'i, then this coherence would not have a
place to be s\l$pended.",Z4 Chu Hsf also said,

One of the difficulties, as Graham pointed out. 19 in translating 1i
into English as "principle" is that we are continually forced to decide
whether unitary "Principle , " ", principle" of a single thing. or "principles"
Is ",eant. Graham suggested 11 was to be conceived as a "network of veins"
(p . 13) and as a "network of roads· (p. 58). Prestlnably one could understand
the Great U1tlrute as a network of networks, but there would still be a ·one
and many" problem. An advantage of understanding as well as translating 11
as "coherence" is that we can speak of the coherence of my PI.@PY. the coher~
enee of all dogs, the coherence of all lhing things, and so on, without
1nvolv1ng ourselves in a verbal dilE!lWlll over the relationship between the
"different" levels or envelopes of coherence. Coherence is coherence.
whether we are referring to a IIlE:IIIber of a set, all of the rroembers of a set,
or the set as a whole. Coherence refers to both the parts and the whole and
should not be understood as additive .
fI.UI. Coherence (1) of objects or phenomena is not locatable independently of ch ' l.
Chu Hsi wrote, "In the realm of all-under-heaven, there is no ch'l which
has no coherence, and also there Is no coherence whl ch has no ch ' l. w20 There
was the following eKchange. MSomeone asked about the place where coherence
Is manifested In ch'1. (Chu Hsi] repl1@d, 'Vin and Yang and the Five Phases
not losing their Inter-connectedness amidst their complications is just "coherence." If there were a time when ch'l did not coalesce [as things (wu)
but was undifferentiated, not ~], tMn coherence for Its part would not
have that in which to Inhere.'" 1 Coherence is Significantly llIanifest@d to
us In the regularity, order, or pattern of the interaction of Yin and Yang
and of the Five Phases which are involved in all the movement and fluK that
we perceive In all the things (wu), including affairs (shih), constituted by
ch'l. The fluK of phenomena, including those In human society, may seem to
be occasional and transitory, but their being patterned (as by Yin and Vang

What are called '11 ' and 'ch ' l' absolutely ar.e two 'things'
(wu) [Chu Hsf ' s vocabulary may have failed him here], but if
vlewed from the !H!rspective of [phermenal] things, then the
two (categorical] 'things' are a mi ngled whole and cannot be
separated out wfth each in its own place. This beinl so, we
do not harwl the separateness of the two [categorical 'things'
in takfng them as a single [phenomenal] thing. If viewed
from the perspective of coherence, then although there is not
a (particular phenomenal] thing, there is ttl! coherence of
that thing. This being so, there is also only this [particular] coherence without there actually being this [particular]
thing.Z5

and the Five Phases) as they change is their coherence. In another response
Chu Hsi said. MAfter there is this particular coherence, then there is this
particular (configuration of) ch'1. When there is this particular [configuration of a quotient of] ch'i, only then does this particular coherence have
the appropriate place. Whether as large a~ heaven- and-earth or as tiny as a

Here Chu Hsi woul d seem to be goi ng agal ns t hi s am.onfti on not to thl nk of
coherence as existing or not existing independently of .f.!!.:.!.
Maintaining both P. tll and P.IV, Chu Hsi repeatedly was asked to
clarify the relation between coherence and ch'l In things (wu). If the
Z2.

Chu Hsi, CTCS, 49. 6a .
Source Bo0l,637.

19.

Graham. 12. 57-58.

23.

Ch'eng Vi, ECC, 193.

20.

Chu Hsi, CTCS, 49.ia.

Also translated In W. T. Chan , Source Book , 635.

24.

Chu Hsf.

21.

Chu Hsl, CTCS, 49. 2b.
Source Bo~635.

Also translated fn Fun9/Bodde, 543, and Chan,

25.

Chu Hsi. efts, 49. 5b-6a .

I

l

cnl,

Also

translate~

1.2b, and CTCS, 49.1b.

In Fung/Bodde, 539, and Chan.

Also translated in Chan, 634.

Also translated in Chan, 637.
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coherence of any particular thing is not dependent on or derived from or I
function of the thing Itself as constituted of ch'i. then where is the coherence. for ex~le. when its allied t hing does not exist? The quest10n
was put to Chu Hsl 15 where was a person's coherence before he was conceived? ~S~ne asked, '(You say that) there is a particular coherence

[for any particular thing] and only then Is there this particular ch'f
(constituting that thing. for eXlII\Ple a par ticular hunan being). When there
is not that person, where is hts particular coherence?' [Chu Hsl) satd, 'It

is just right here.

Think of an ocean of water.

Whether one takes a

dipperful. a jarful, or a bowlful. they all are this [same] ocean water.
[Applying this analogy to hl.ll1an befngs,] it is just that he might be the

host Ind ( the guest, or he might be compar atively l ong lived and I might
not live so 10ng.",26 Some of us have a dipperful of life , and others a
bowlful, but the coherence of our pa rticular lives is "right he re" and does
not "exist~ in some "other" realm such as fate or Heaven or whatever. The
coherence of each yet to be born baby 15 "right he re." Chu Hsl seems to
have been saying that the particular coherence of each human being is drawn
from a "reservoir" of coherence , just as the ch'i whic h constitutes that
h.".an being is drawn froo'! a ~reservolr" of undifferenthted c h'1. Before
any particular thing comes into existence, tnere is coherence to be asso·
chted with it, and that coherence persists afte r the given phenomenon ceases
to exht. All things (~) constituted of ch'f in the rea l m of heaven· and·
earth are Involved In flux aM movement and are responsive to the changes of
Yin and Yang and the Five Phases. Coherence is .!tQ.l a (phenomenal) thing
and is not in flux even though it Is associated with things and things are
in flux.
P.V. Coherence <!!.l is transcendent as well as inmanent.
Chu Hsi engaged in many discussions over whether COherence is within a phe·
nomenon, or phenOOlena, or outside of it, or them. The issue was discussed
in terms of whether (a) coherence is "below" or within that which has rna·
terh 1 presence or fonn (hs i 1'19 erh hs h), or (b) coherence somehow is beyood
or "above" all that which has fonn (hslng ern shang). His fonnulations vary,
but overa 11 Chu Hs i 's posi ti on is that the coilerence of parti clll ar phenomena
is iTmlanent 11'1 thel!l and also that coherence is transcendent, not only because
it "is," independently of particular t hi ngs, but especially when 'ole refer to
the comprehensive coherence of the Great Ultimate and the Way, which cannot
adequately be correlated with any particular "thi ng." Chu Hsi and Ch'eng
26.

Chu Hsi, CTYl, 1.2a , and CTCS, 49.2a· b.

Yi seem to be cl ear tnat coherence 11'1 ~ts transcendent aspect must be de.
sc ribed as "above" that whfch has fo...,. For exampl e, Ch'eng sai d that,
"Ch'i is within foT'll and the Way is above form."27 looldng at it from the
other di rection, Chu Hsf said tnat whatever can be called "above fo...," is
28
coherence.
In' some instances Chu Hsi stressed the transcendent aspect of
coherence. "In the realm of heaven-and·earth. there is coherence and there
is ch'i. That which is coherence is the Way of what is above forms (hsing
erh shang) and is the basis of things which have come Into being. That
which is ch'i is the particular physical object (ch'i,!!; ) of what is within
fonn (hslng erh hsia) and is the instrllllentalfty of anything which has
come 'into bein9. Coming into being as a hl,ll1an, one necessarily h endowed
with this coherence [of being a human] and only then has the nature ~
of a h\lTlan). One is necessarily endowed with this ch'i (in the configuration of a hlA'l1an) and only then has the fonn (of a hl,ll1an}.,,29 Chu lisi's
teaching would be crippled if coherence is taken exc l us i vely to be ei t her
il'mlanent or transcendent. Perhaps more out of hope than conviction, Needham
wrote that "The work of Chu lisi, therefore, was to remove 11 from its
8uddhl s t cont exts, and to res tore its anci ent natura list s i gnffi cance, im.
manent rather than transcendent. The precise degree to which he was able
to do this remains a matter for minute future research; certainly his critics
of Tater centuries often believed that he did rIOt entirely succeed in divesting the concept of its relfglous.metephysical undertones."30 In an
early review, W. ~. Chan pointed out that N~ham overemphasized the inter.
pretation Of!!. as irnnanent, to the neglect of its transcendent aspects. 31
Coherence is the basis (~) of the cOllllng into being of things, including
h~ans, but 'ole need not infer that the pre- existing coherence of a particu.
lar thing ~ that thing to be as it is.
P.VI. Coherence {.!!} is that by which a thing is as it is.
Ch'eng Yi was reported to have said: "To exhaust the coherence of things
is to exhaust [Le., to canprehend] that by whfch they are so.

Heaven's
being hi gh, earth's being thick , ghosts and divi nities ' being invisible or

27.

Ch'eng Yi , ECC, 6.83.

A. C. Graham, 34.

28.

Chu lisi , CTYl, 95.6a.

Also tra nslated in Fung/8odde, 534.

29.

Chu Hsi, eTCS , 49. 5b.

30 .

Needham, Science and Civilisation, vol. 2, 478.

31.

W. T. Chan , "Neo-Confuclanism and Chinese Scientific Thought" Phil os .
ophy East and West, 6.4 (January 1957), 32 1.
•
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vfsible, these lIust have that by which they art! so. If one says that heaven
just is high, earth just 11 th1ck. ghosts and divinities just!!:! invisi ble
L.
kAI .32 Cl
1y
or visible. then they are merely words and what would trROre uo::.
ear
the coherence of a thing (inchJdtng a ghost or divinity) is not an attribute (like color or invisibl1ity) ·of that thing. but is thilt by which it is
so (so xl jan). Coherence may be under"Stood 1n a broad, and loose, sense
as "cause." However, when we recall (fl"Olll P.Ilt) that the coherence of a
thing is not locatable independently of the ch '; of that thing and for which
it is the coherence , then we are driven back to the notion that "it"
(whether the thing or the_th1ng_and_fts_coherence) is so _of_itself (tzul!!l),33 whi ch would appear to be self- contradictory if coherence 15 taken
in any strict sense of · cause" which made it discrete from "that which is
caused.- In this regard, "principle also is misleading as a rendering of
1i to the extent that "principle" can be understood on ly as that which
comes first (in the senses of principle as source, origin, fundamental) and
as sep;;;; from that for which it is the l!. Chu Hsi was asked about the
Way of Heaven. KHe said, 'The Way (in the sense of the course traced by
ongoing processes of the alternation) of Yin and Yang is coherence; Yin
and Yang [tnemselves] are ch'1.' 'But for what cause would one consider
Yin and Yang to be the course of ongoing processes?' (Quoting from the
'CoIrmentary on the Attached Verbalizations'] he said, 'What is above fonn
is called tile cou~e of ongoing process and what is within fonn is called a
partl cut IIr physi ta 1 object·. . . . Thi s bet ng so , parti cut ar phys i ca 1 objects
nevertheless are also of the course of ongoing processes , and the course of
ongoing processes nevertheless is also of particular physical objects. The
course of ongoing processes is never separate from particular physical objects; 1t is also just the coherence of these particular physical objects.
For exalJPle, this armchair is .. particular physical object. That it can be
sat i n is the coherence of an annchafr. (In the other words , the ch'i of
Chu H$ i 's armchai r 's ti cki ng together' as it does i nvo lves its possess; ng,
as 1t were, a di s tinct seating capacity.] A hllllan body 1s a particular
physical object. That it speaks words and does actions is the coherence
of a hl.ll1an. 'K34 It is not surprising that the.!i of a thing has been partially understood as its cause, principle,. function, definition, fonn or

description, but none of these is sufficient. We IlUSt reaM!llber that in a
world in . flux, where all things are transitory and thllS unreliable, we can
have the start of certainty when we accept that each thing has coherence and
its coherence Is that by which it is as it 15, but is not separable from
that which it is. When we say that sunner fOl10W5 spring, we are referring
to the coherence of the passage of the seasons, but spring does not ·cause"
sllmler.
P. VII. Each phenOl'lll!non has its associated ultimate or -perfect coherence-(chih li), which !My or may not be attained .
Someone suggested to Chu Hsi that ··The Great Ultimate is j ust the perfect
coherence in men's hearts . ' [Chu Hsi] safd, 'Events and things all having
an ulti mate is the ultimate aUainnent of the Way 's coherence [ and not a
product of IIlI!n's hearts or minds] . . . . (It was asked,] 'The benevolence
of the ruler and the reverence of the minister are then ultimates ?' (Chu
Hsi] replied, 'These are the ultimates of a single event or a single
thing. , .35 To refute those who wondered if dried and withered plants had
not l ost their coherence, Chu Hsi referred several times to rhubarb and wolfsbane, which as dried mediClnal plants maintain their distinctive coherence
as purging and wanning ingredients even if they are not ingested . 36 Thus
envelopes of coherence occur over t ime and incl ude potentialities as well as
actual1ties. It was precisely with this aspect of their conception of coherence that Ch'eng Vi, and following him Chu Hsf, were able to introduce
morality. The logic is simple. There is the coherence of all that is.
There is the coherence of what will be or ought to be, lISually expressed as
the perfect coherence. As an aspect of that which we flOW are, we have the
coherence of what we ought to be and the allied capacity to attain that ultimate, the full realization (ch'eng) of our potential. The puppy beCOl'lll!S a
dog, what it ought to be, if it acts in a lllaflner congruent with fulfilling
that potential coherence within it (e.g .• 1f i t does not run under the w!"leel s
of a truck) and 1.5 not otherwise interfered with. The individual hllllall
exerting the app.roprlate effort in the appropriate environment becomes a
morally perfect man.

K
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ECC, 1272; aha see 157.

33.

See

34.

Chu Hsi, CTYL, 77.5a.

Grah~.

Partly translated in Grahalll, 8.

13.
Partly translated in Graham, 17.

35.

Chu Hsi. CTYL, 94.9b.
641.

Also translated in Fung/ Dodde, 537, and Chan,
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Chu Hsl, CTYL, 4. 5a, dted 1n Fung/Bodde, 551-552.
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~.VIlI.

Coherence Uil is intelligible on all levels of integration,
a blade of grass , a school of f15h. the ex.perience of a lHe-

time, heaven-and- earth, the Great Ultimate.
Coherence Is accessible to our minds, which have coherence.

It was probably

Ch'eng Yi who said, MIn the realm of heaven-and- earth, what is simply is.

For

example, after decades have passed. one day a man fully recalls In his breast
k owledge and ex.periences [from his past). Where was this particular cohere:ce located (1n the intervening years)?,,31 While I n the twt;ntieth century

we might say that it "coherent memory" is a product of certain mental fUnCtions. for Ch'eng Vi i t "j ust is . " GrahMl cited an extremely telling comment, aga tn probably by Ch'eng Vi. "'IIhat the heart 'canpM!hends when stimulated,38 simply is coherence. In (the heart's) knowing, the affairs in the
real~ of a"-under-heaven either are or are not. irrespective of past and
present or before and after. [That is. the remembered events of the past are
in our hearts simultaneously and~; unremembered events are not there.}
A further example is our dreamsi there are no fontlS (in the technical sense
of 'that ... hich is const i tuted of ~'] in them, but there simply is this
coherence. One might say that ... hen [a dream] involves such categories as
'foT1l\S' and 'voices' [Le ., we Msee forms and Mhear" voices in dre!llls).
then these are ch'i [in the dream). When a par ticular thi ng comes into being
the ch'i for it is coalesced, and when it ceases to be, its ch'i completely
reve-;;;-(to the state of undifferentiated ch'i]. If there is a votce , there
must be the mouth ... h1 ch made it, and if there is a touch, there must be a
body ... hi ch did ft. When the matter [of a particular thing, say the Duke of
Chou.] hn dispersed, how could there be these ( voices and touches of the
Duke of Chou, which have been experienced in dreams]? It follows that if
(the heart ' s ) knowing did not have this coherence (which pertains to the
dead person. whose £!!.:lis dispersed). then [the dream] could not be bel i eyed. ,,39 A dream, 1i ke a memory, can be bel f eved when it has coherence.
It is easy enough to extrapolate fr'Oll these to realize the i.,portance of
coherence in the clnsics , in histories, 1n ceremonies, and so on. Ch'eng
Vi said, "In general, each thing having a unitary coherence, one must exhaustively go after its coherence. There are many ways to start exhausting
M

coherence: reading books and clarifying their roral coherencei discussing
your past and present men and diStfngufs~i ng right and wrong [fn thefr conduct] i bei ng involved in affai rs and dea 11 ng wi th then properly--a 11 these
are [means Of) ellhaus t i ng coherence. "40
Ch'eng Vi and Chu lisi taught that by investigating things {ko wu-f}.
~~ ) we exhaus t coherence (ch' i un9 1i 'fi; Jf. ), that is, we atta1 n or appre. hend (!!) "perfect coherence." This then is the aim of learning (hsOeh)
and is photal in the IIIOral improvement of oneself and in bringing peace to
the world. 41 Chu Hsi said, "One who is ellhausting coherence just wants to
know that by whlch events and things are as they are (so yl jan) and that
which they ought to be (so tang Jan). As a result of knowing that by which
they are as they are. one's purpose is not in doubt. As a result of knowing
that which they ought to be, one's conduct is not in error. This is not to
say one takes the coherence of 'that' and attributes it to 'this., ,,42 Right
alms and right conduct are congruent with the actual coherence in affairs
and things. For Ch'eng Yi and thu Itsi. the ascription of coherence to the
realm of heaven- and- earth provides the basis for finding it in hunan experience and realizing order in the realm of all - under-heaven.
I believe that understanding.!!. i n terms of these eight propositions,
rather than any s1ngl~ sentence of definition , helps to resolve questions
raised by 'Wittenborn in h1s six "problem areas."
1) MHow do we, or how can we. know .!!.1" Under thls heading, Wittenborn finds . a dl1B1111a in.!! being "imperceptible and inexperiential" (p . 34)'.
as li can be known only through its manifestation I n ch'l. He raises the
example of a cart floating on water and functioning as a boati if the cart
has the 11 of a cart and then functions as a boat, he supposes that "Since
the 11 of a thing is assuredly not open to change, then we can only conclude
that we were mistaken in the first place (about the cart having the coherence of a cart]" (p. 34). Both of these interpretations seem to stem from
taking 11 as a Platoni c universal (e.g. , cart-ness, boat-ness). The coherence of a cart is rf ght there in the cart itse 1f (P. J) even though the
coherence can be understood as sanehow beyond the cart itself (P.V). The
coherence .of a particular configuration of ch'i entails that thing being
used as , perceived as, and called a "cart .." but that coherence does not

37.

Ch'eng Vi (?), ECC, ZA.3!.

Also translated in Graham, 15 .
40.

lB.

The allusion is to the "Ccmnentary on the Attac hed Verbalizations,M
AIO.16: "When stimulated, (the Change] comprehends all causes in the
realm of al l _under_heaven. "

Ch'eng Yi, ECC, 28. 56.
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Also translated in Graham, 15 .
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Also translated In Chan, 611.
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preclude that thing from serv i ng as a boat·w1th-wheels. or firewood , or whatIts coherence does not change. A crtature
wi th an ox-head does not hive the coherence of a htlllln; a ne~ily laid egg has
the coherence of I chfcken even if It ends up as an omelette Ingredient. A
kl tten has the coherence of a cat but not the coherence of I dog.
Wittenborn also finds that our capacity to be in error about the 11 of
of a thing " leads us inevitably into the qua!Jllf re of Cartesian doubt ." Descartes sought to recover "certainty· in reason. 43 and Wfttenborn notices that

that there 11. coherence. Hts sentence, however, ts not congruent wit h the
coherence of Chu Hsi's teachings; Wittenborn has not "fathomed coherence."
2) "ls.Ii prior to ch', and, if so, what does this mean?
The discussion of P.UI, P.IV and P.V bear on this question, and it caused
SOOle of Chu Hsi's own students some difficulty. Wittenborn's problem seems
to invohe understanding a "thing" as existing statically (or timelessly)
rather than as e~uri ng over a period of tillie, and its coherence only as
"transcendently prior" rather than In tlme. 44 Wittenbom also suggests that

Chu Hs i did not formulate a Cartes ian "epistemo 10gi ca 1 edf ff ce . " but "bluntly
presupposed the concept of principle to be self-evident" (p. 35). Ch'eng
Yi and Chu Hsi did "presuppose " coherence . and not just the "concept of
principle." The ingredients of a man's breakfast, the act of eating that
breakfast ami the memory of eating that breakfast all have coherence; if
someone were to tell me that on philosophical grounds he did not "really·
kllQW if he had breakfast this morning, I could not begin to describe Chu
lisi's teachings to him. But if the person forgot, or was demented, or
otherwise mistaken about his breakfast, the coherence of the thfngs which
constituted his most recent meal is not thereby dissolved. Wittenborn
reveals he is mis led when he s ubstitutes ~ideas " for · principles~ (po 35) in
his discussion . Coherence is "out there " in association with thfn~; tNit
coherence is i ntelligible to lIS through the coherence in our minds, and we
are able to fathom it. " But that coherence · out there" is not dependent on
our IIIinds and is not affected by our being JIIistaken about it. A new-born

.!!

ever it has been, is, or will be.

baby may be said not to know or comprehend the coherence of its mother's
care, but the coherence of that care is not thereby affected. Hunans (inel ~1 ng Chu Its 1) have had a variety of accounts of the coherence of what
we call stars, but all of the accounts so far being in SOlIe respects inadequate or mistaken does not affect the coherence of the stars befng what
they are (f f we grant that stars exist). Chu Hsi pointed out that a Buddhist
implfes he has a heart when he claims to know it. Descartes had to start
with the coherence of his thinking. On one level Wittenborn is correct
when he conments , "We are asked [by Chu HsiJ to accept as axiomatic scwnething that simply is not." I would answer on Chu Hsi's behalf that the
coherence of Wittenborn's sentence, not on.ly in the sense of its confo""ing
to certain conventions of the English language but also tn its implfc1t
intentions of conveying a meaning to hfs readers, already implicitly accepts
43.

Cf. Richard Rorty, Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature (Princeton:
Princeton UniYersity Press, H179). for a discussion of some consequences of the "solution."

has "the capabi 11 ty of caus I ng somethl ng else to achi eve being, ~ and that

"!J. ts the potential organizing pattern of al1 there is" (p. 36), with the
emphasis on

"potentfal~

rather than realized.

If we reread the previous

sentence and substitute "coherence" for ".!!," it is clear that the phrase
Mcapability of causing" is less suitable than "potential organizing pattern , "
which is less suitable than simply "potential pattern. M The coherence of
the cat is in the kitten, In the embryo developing In the kitten's mother,
and tn the "res ervoir" of coherence prior to that kitten's conception.
3) -Is.!! subjectiVe or objectivel"
This questi on dissolves when we understand.!! as co herence. As Wittenborn
recognizes. coherence Is "accountable as both phys ical phenomena and as
psychological concepts. " But then he adds, "In Western modes of thinking,
at least, this cannot be posslble~ (p . 38). I would s ay that we must extend
our sympathies to anyone sti ll so caught up in CarteSian dichotomies.
4) "Is.Ii a form of what things are or a standard of what they
should bel"
have tried to indicate under P.I and P.VIt that coherence is ·of· the thing
for which it is now "that by whic h that thing is 50· (so-yi j an che) and also
is the coherence of "that which the thing ought to be. · Chu Hsi was not
blurring a distinction between "is" and ·ought"; he recogni zed it and spoke

of it. He was urging us to understand as a coherent whole both what a man
is now and what he might be in the future. 45
5) "What accounts for the differenthtion of things?"
Here Wittenborn ·raises the "one and many" or "universal - particulars" problem
inherited from Greek philosophy, and suggests (but does not intend) a solutton. "The problem, then, is whether.!! is a unity, or a multiplicity . It
44.

Cf. Fung/Bodde, 535 .

45.

See A. C. Graham,
'Ought,' · in Victor
lul u: University of Hawaii

'Is' and
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2.
cannot be both. If it were then our entire w'y of thinking .• . would hive
to be seriously reconsidered. and probably dfscarded~ "(po 42). I urge that
he discard ft i f it so fnterferes when he is trying to understand thu Hs1.
Wittenborn ' s problem seems to cane from not recognizing 11 as I ••SS noun.

We .i ght renember that "reason" has been an attractive interpretation and
tr,"sTatfon of l! perhaps in part because IIOst rt!aders would not stUible
when they came to an Issertion that -Reason is reason" or "logic is 1091e . "
Reason can be understood to be apportioned M'IOng many individuals, past and
present, and as that which s(IIIehow ",ccounts for " the way things are . The
crucial difference bet~n "reason" and 11. it seelllS to me. is that the
Tatter was not intended by th'eng Yf or Chu tfsi as locatable independently
of the "things " whi ch are constituted of th ' i . Things are differentiated.
That is ac~nowledged by Wittenborn's question 5). One answer which may
satisfy hh question 15 , "Each particular thing has fts own particular coherence, and so they are different" (P.I). But if Wittenborn's question 15
as~ing, "What ~ things to be differentiated?," then tile answer would
seem to be, "Tiley are so of themselves.
This answer may not seem wholly
satisfying, but it is close to what cosmologis ts today say when they speculate about the firs t few nano-seconds after the 8ig Bang.
6) "Wtlat is the scope of 117"
Here Wfttenborn is concerned about coherence in our minds. He as~s, "i1
there are II of purely mental concepts , then on what do they 'hang,' to what
do they inhere1" (p. 43). Oreams and III!nI)ries, as discussed under P.VIII,
are examples of coherence of "things the ch'i 01 which is dispersed " inhering
in the ch'i of our minds. Wittenborn asks about the coherence of nllllbers,
bel1efs, acti ons and _tiness. I briefly examine each. If we understand
"emptiness " as the relative absence of ch' i (e.g., the emptiness of a cup
which contains "nothing," the emptiness of the space between the ch'i which
constitutes the Earth's atmosphere and the ch'i which constitutes our moon),
then there is coherence in what i5 "empty." What (hu Hsf sought to deny was
an abso lute "emptiness· which included among i ts characteristics an absence
of coherence. 46
M

Given that both Ch'eng Yi and Chu Hsi emphasized the gloss of "things"
as "affairs" (sMh), there should be no problem in seeing that actions,
human actions, have coherence. When the student bows to the master, there
is coherence in the relation between their two bodies at that moment, and

l:!!!)

46 .

Cf. Fung/Sodde, 561-568.
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that coherence 15 part of their relationship before the act of bowing as we"
as after the bow .
The coherence of a particular belfef can be associated with a particular set 01 electrical charges in a particular part of our bratn. Whether I
have a belief that a dragon dwells at the bottom 01 my pond or any other belief or idea , I have been instructed by Ch'eng YI and Chu Hsi to hthonl the
coherence 01 that belief (I n "'Y mi nd) by i nvesti gating things such as the
color and motion of tile water in my pond for their coherence to ascertain
if the dragon is down there.
By raising " numbers " In this context , Wittenborn indicates he regards
them as "purely mental" and questions what re l ation they would have to ch'f.
This is a good example of what happens when one expects Chu Hsl to think
with twentieth century assumptions . Asked about coherence and nllnbers
(shu) , Chu Hsi said, "Ch'i is j ust nllnber. There being this particular coherence, there is just this particular ch'l (constituting this particular
thing). There being this particular ch'i, there is just this particular
number [associated with this thing). Each and every thing is 50, suctl as
six , the nllllber ot" Water, in [the six points of) a snow flake . • 41 In the
section on ~nllnbers M ~) in hts Classi fied Conversations (ch. 65), Chu
Hsi was at pains to subordinate the notion of "number" advocated by Shao
Yung and others in a tradition sterm1fng from the Boo~ of Change. He dfd not
want to have "nllnber" understood as befng essentially the same as "coherence. "
Finally, Wittenborn explains that he understands the r elationship between II and ch'f as two members of two pairs: transcendental and fll'll'lanent,
and potential and realizable or actualizable. (J suspect he means - realized
or actualtZed. - ) I have tried to show that eh'eng Vi's and Chu Hsf's..!!.
!DUst be understood as standing on ~ s ides of the pairs.
I alii certain my discussion of 11. will not be satisfactory to all
readers. I can only hope, as Wittenborn did, that t11Y comnents wil l elicit
further discussion. We need not complain that a concept which occupies
such an important place in Ch'eng Yi's and Chu Hs f's teaching is complicated
rather than simple.
41.

Chu Hsi, CTYL, 65 . 6b.
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